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I. INTRODUCTION

Whether you are slaying dragons or saving the galaxy, logging into a virtual world has become a primary form of entertainment for those seeking to escape reality and the monotony of everyday life. Your character, decked out

* J.D. Candidate, University of Illinois College of Law, 2022; B.S., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2019. I would like to thank the many Twitch streamers and gamers in their chats alike that piqued my interest to explore this topic more thoroughly. As a self-proclaimed gamer, I believe that it’s important that we all understand how the law intersects with our jobs and/or hobbies. Without the support of my many friends who embrace their nerdiness and see the value in such discussions, this piece wouldn’t be possible. Before reading further, rest assured that this Note is Commander Shepard’s favorite on the Citadel.
with the highest stats possible and gear to match, can do the impossible, from defeating the strongest of foes to curing you of your boredom. Despite their heroic feats, a single question remains: Can they take on a corporation?

The gaming community has been forced to tackle simple questions, including whether they wanted to “date [another’s] avatar,” but has yet to consider whether their limitless in-game fantasies are subject to administrative shackles set in place by the world builders themselves. Though the game developer’s whims seem remote to casual gamers, the recent development of streaming services has catapulted character-created content into mainstream media. Streamers and their personas are intrinsically tied to characters they create in every game they play, with their “personality” being the common thread from one world to another. These personalities are created as a result of being a part of many online gaming communities, not just a single entity. As streamers diversify their game collections to avoid burnout and game sales encourage game hoarding en masse, a single gaming persona could soon be seen in every in-game world available.

The industry must address the intricacies of player-character ownership before inevitable clashes between gaming companies and the users they serve erupt. The influx of disputes between gamers, streamers, game developers, and streaming platforms underscores the growing tension between each party. Though no major altercation has had an extreme adverse effect on the market so as to halt growth, the likelihood of economic injury as a result of continued debates over a variety of game-related ownership issues increases as gamers and streamers become hesitant to work with game developers and streaming platforms. Assessing copyright ownership in light of and in the absence of licensing agreements related to player creations such as player characters may have drastic ramifications on who is entitled to slices of the pie when distributing game-generated and stream-related ad revenue and profits.

8. See Swertlow, supra note 6 (noting the natural inclination of developers to restrict the intellectual property rights of streamers).
Additionally, the advent of “Internet culture” has demonstrated the need for defining player persona ownership for all gamers, whether casual or professional. Memes transcend beyond games and have become a social media staple for everyday communication. Because gaming-adjacent memes often feature prominent streaming personalities and their content, the expansion of “gamer culture” beyond its previous domain, the target demographic of young men, into the mainstream signals a need for assessment. This expansion poses serious questions for gaming casuals, content creators, and developers interested in the social and monetary aspects of “meme-ing.”

To address these issues, this Note will apply the legal precedent and scholarly concerns to case studies to determine how some of the industry’s largest massively multiplayer online role-playing games (“MMORPGs”) including World of Warcraft and Final Fantasy XIV address the issue of player-character ownership. Understanding how blockbuster developers like Blizzard Entertainment (“World of Warcraft”) and Square Enix (“Final Fantasy XIV”) contemplate these concerns and build their business models as prominent streamers in each community grow their channels will provide insight into the severity of the ownership problem and the future remedies that may alleviate tension between players and developers. Likewise, examining how each developer and individual perceives the current copyright situation through their legal actions and business decisions may further uncover why the problem has yet to be resolved and when the metaphorical bubble may burst.

With that in mind, this Note seeks to determine, absent contractual arrangements, whether (a) game developers or (b) video game and streaming personalities hold copyright ownership of player-created characters when such entities transcend a single game and become a staple in the gaming and streaming industries. Additionally, this Note seeks to evaluate the efficacy of and issues related to end-user licensing agreements (“EULAs”) through their impact on (a) game developers and (b) video game and streaming personalities. This Note will argue that gamers should retain primary rights to their player-generated content because, despite the use of game developers’ assets, the final products are distinguishable, consented-to derivative works. Streamers should

be free to “brand” themselves but may not inappropriately use the game’s assets without permission. Furthermore, this Note will argue that current contractual agreements in video game EULAs fail to recognize the multifaceted nature of player-characters that benefits developers in their singular in-game worlds and players across each game and service they play or use. Consequently, this Note will emphasize that EULAs should either be amended to address these flaws or invalidated in light of current video game and streaming politics.

Section II will discuss the cultural, technological, and legal history of the gaming and streaming industries as they relate to online video game character creation and ownership. Section III will apply the law to the current gaming and streaming landscape to determine whether game studios and players own the rights to created online personas. Section IV will guide game developers and gamers to lessen the rising tensions related to content ownership. Section IV will apply the law to the current gaming and streaming landscape to determine whether game studios and players own the rights to created online personas. Section IV will guide game developers and gamers to lessen the rising tensions related to content ownership. Section IV will apply the law to the current gaming and streaming landscape to determine whether game studios and players own the rights to created online personas. Section IV will guide game developers and gamers to lessen the rising tensions related to content ownership.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The Rise of the Modern Video Game Industry

Although video games have been a favorite since their debut in the 1970s, gaming has become more popular than ever before due to advances in technology that have corrected game mechanics, increased graphic quality, and normalized online interactions between players. In 2020, U.S. consumers spent $49 billion on video games. This number has more than doubled since 2010 when games suffered from era-based limitations. With game development technologies becoming more sophisticated, the demand for video games is expected to increase as developers continue to invest in more games and equipment to produce them.

22. Id.
Unlike their predecessors, many modern gamers have turned their hobby into a career. The rise of social media and content-sharing platforms have provided gamers a space to connect with one another and market their skills and knowledge to the gaming community. Gaming gurus producing content related to video games have created an industry with a market value of $10.1 billion in 2018 and rising. The rise of platforms like Twitch, YouTube Gaming, and Facebook Gaming has directed the spending of these sums, providing a direct link between casual gamers as consumers, professional gamers as streamers, and third-parties as performance sponsors.

Prominent gaming creators such as YouTuber and streamer Felix “PewDiePie” Kjellberg and streamer Tyler “Ninja” Blevins have become the most famous personalities on their respective platforms, earning a living from creating their own characters in multiple games and monetizing them through royalty-based ads, merchandise sales, and sponsorship deals. Alone, their earnings amount to over $120 million in 2019 alone. These personalities have paved the way for smaller entertainers to build their own brands through programs tailored to monetize gamer and streamer content like that of Twitch Partnership, which allows gamers to earn money based on monthly viewer subscriptions similar to that of cable television. Altogether, streamers enticed upwards of at least two million users concurrently in 2021, penetrating the wider “Internet community” not traditionally exposed to video


30. Id.


32. See James Hale, Here’s a Candid Breakdown of Exactly How Much Money Twitch Streamers Earn per Month, TUBEFILTER (Oct. 10, 2018), https://www.tubefilter.com/2018/10/10/twitch-streamers-earn-per-month-breakdown-disguisedtoast (emphasizing the amount creators earn from monthly ad revenue).


As the industry continues to grow, streamer presence in memes and other everyday Internet uses underscore gaming’s importance in the greater scheme of online interaction.\(^{38}\)

With such influence, marketers keep a close eye on popular video games and streamers. Though streamers first served as a vector for selling video games, outside companies have come to invest in gamers and their content.\(^{39}\) Brands, including Red Bull\(^{40}\) and Pepsi,\(^{41}\) have become regular sponsors of gaming-related content and events, emphasizing the industry’s pull on the economy at large. These sponsorships permit game developers and streamers alike to host tournaments similar to regular sports for players to compete against one another.\(^{42}\) It is expected that online gaming leagues known collectively as “eSports,” a large portion of the streaming industry generating 58% of game-related revenue via sponsorships, will continue to grow as brands continue to invest in games and their players.\(^{43}\)

**B. Copyrightable Content and Video Games**

The Copyright Act of 1976 protects authors of creative works such as video game visual assets, storylines, and other features unrelated to the hardware to produce them.\(^{44}\) Any “original work of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression” may qualify a creator to copyright protection.\(^{45}\) In recent times, these protections have seen wide application in literature, audiovisual arts, interpretive performances, and software.\(^{46}\) Video games represent a combination of copyrightable works to produce a final product: such works include unique storylines; virtual assets to represent characters, actions, scenery, and other necessary plot devices; actor-provided vocals and visuals; and back-end scripts designed to allow interaction between players and the images and audio cues.

---

44. See Robinson, supra note 3, at 287–88 (discussing how the Copyright Act of 1976 came to apply to videogames).
46. *Id.* See also David Sye, *Literally Stealing the Show: A Brief (and Recent) History of Dance Copyright*, OFF. FOR INTELL. FREEDOM AM. LIBR. ASS’N (June 7, 2021), https://www.oflala.org/off/literally-stealing-the-show-a-brief-and-recent-history-of-dance-copyright (describing the application of copyright law to dance choreography).
coming from their devices.\textsuperscript{47} As such, video games may be seen as copyrightable work in their entirety and in their components,\textsuperscript{48} with different parties interested in each analysis.\textsuperscript{49}

Questions remain, however, over who owns video game content such as player characters. Because game developers provide virtual assets for players to create their own characters, legal scholars have contended that player characters could qualify as developer property, player property, or joint property.\textsuperscript{50} Based on these assertions, scholars have sought to define certain rules to determine when different ownership schemes should vest.\textsuperscript{51} Their criteria include the extent to which a character may edit their character, the extent to which the character is similar to other player-created characters, and the capability for the player to expand upon their character’s identity and appearance through in-game actions both related and unrelated to the provided story.\textsuperscript{52} Despite this contention, courts have yet to clarify which stance is right, how ownership across multiple games may be facilitated, and in which situations copyright ownership should be delegated differently due to game-specific quirks.\textsuperscript{53}

A recent argument in the field has suggested that player-created works are subject to copyright protection through their status as derivative works under section 106(2) of the Copyright Act.\textsuperscript{54} Copyright owners retain the exclusive rights to prepare and authorize others to prepare derivative works of their own copyrighted materials.\textsuperscript{55} In the realm of derivatives by the original author, these pieces include sequels, prequels, and other forms of continuations of their first copyrighted work.\textsuperscript{56} Derivatives by third-parties, however, typically take the form of adaptations through either implicit (seen when copyright owners provide assets to a third party for their own use) or explicit authorization (typically in the form of a license).\textsuperscript{57} So long as the derivative work exists in a “concrete or permanent form”\textsuperscript{58} and contains a “substantial amount of protected material”\textsuperscript{59} from the original copyrighted material, derivative status is applied and the third

\textsuperscript{48} Id.
\textsuperscript{49} Compare Lothar Determann, What Happens in the Cloud: Software as a Service and Copyrights, 29 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1095, 1119–21 (2014) (arguing for a pro-developer stance on copyright in which any reproduction of any asset infringes the whole work), with Robinson, supra note 3, at 302–04 (arguing for a pro-gamer stance on copyright that examines the game as a whole and extracts out the streamer-player and their contributions).
\textsuperscript{50} Tyler T. Ochoa, Who Owns an Avatar? Copyright, Creativity, and Virtual Worlds, 14 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH. L. 959, 977–86 (2012).
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
\textsuperscript{53} See generally Robinson, supra note 3 (highlighting the vague legal guidance streamers must interpret).
\textsuperscript{54} Id.
\textsuperscript{55} The Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 103(b) (1976).
\textsuperscript{57} Id.
\textsuperscript{58} Lewis Galoob Toys, Inc. v. Nintendo of Am., Inc., 964 F.2d 965, 967 (9th Cir. 1992).
\textsuperscript{59} Litchfield v. Spielber, 736 F.2d 1352, 1357 (9th Cir. 1984).
party owns the rights of their new content. A growing number of scholars have rejected this traditional analysis and claimed modern stream culture has generated new copyright-eligible materials and not derivatives of developer works to mitigate any interference by game developers due to their contribution of foundational assets.

C. Originality of Video Game Characters

Copyrighted materials must be original to qualify for protection. Originality as referenced in section 102(a) of the Copyright Act entails “some minimal degree of creativity” on the part of the author. Generally, characters are not eligible for copyright protection due to the repetitiveness of personality traits across genres of creative works.

The originality threshold has been acknowledged in the gaming context when discussing “stock” characters designed to conform to genre stereotypes: characters that could be inserted into any game of the same style fail to qualify for copyright protection. The scenes-a-faire doctrine

that prohibits the copyright of tropes has begun to spill into gaming-related cases as similar games become popular. For instance, the Northern District of California defined “stock” characters in terms of generic themes seen across related works, such as a “fighting” character given typical character appearances associated with “fighting” games. Likewise, the court has determined that fantasy characters including mages and warriors must have some “distinctive” characteristic in order to render them original enough to copyright.

In determining whether characters break genre norms, the Towle test for distinctness of characters has been applied to demonstrate that characters in modern media, like comics and video games, are copyrightable. In Towle, the Ninth Circuit commented on whether the Batmobile was a copyrightable work despite its changing appearance over time. The court reasoned that the work was copyright-eligible because it (1) had “physical as well as conceptual qualities;” (2) was “sufficiently delineated to be recognizable” through its “consistent, identifiable character traits and attributes” despite appearing in different productions; and (3) was “especially distinctive” and “contain[ed] some unique elements of expression.” Because the Batmobile was a cultural

69. DC Comics v. Towle, 802 F.3d 1012, 1021 (9th Cir. 2015).
70. Id. at 1019–20.
71. Id. at 1021.
staple, it could be easily identified by the public even when its appearance changed throughout the Batman narrative. Consequently, it met the distinctiveness criteria to separate itself from other comic cars.

Some opinions on distinctiveness in video games contrast copyrightable materials with those too generic to claim, exemplified by a recent action brought by Blizzard Entertainment and Valve. In Blizzard, the game developers brought suit against a competitor for allegedly copying numerous assets from their Warcraft fantasy game franchise. Blizzard asserted that the creation of their “Warcraft Universe” sufficed to meet the Towle standards for distinctness. Because Blizzard did not enumerate specific details that were associated with their numerous Warcraft characters that appeared in Lillith’s works, the court found that no prong of Towle was sufficiently met. Naming characters and providing a vague description of their relationship to a well-known story does not suffice to establish copyright-eligible characters.

D. Streaming Law and its Relationship to Copyright

Like much of the law related to video game copyrights, the common law provides little insight as to whether streamers are entitled to protections by the Copyright Act. Though the Fourth Circuit has permitted streamers to broadcast video games on their respective platforms without fear of copyright infringement charges, the judicial system has taken a developer-centric view of the law in granting copyright protection for only the developer’s product as opposed to the gamer’s product. Conversely, streamers may use developer-generated video game stills in their performances but have no indication whether their own characters and performances are worthy of copyright protection.

Scholars have argued that streaming is an artform deserving of copyright protection. Breaking with the Fourth Circuit, pro-developer scholars argue that “rendering” or “reciting” video game developer content should qualify as performance of the game itself with no additional value; as a result, their show cannot constitute even an approved derivative work worthy of protection. On the contrary, pro-streamer scholars assert that streamers engaging with video games embody many of the same attributes as musicians and traditional artists, advocating that their “unique” spin on playing a video game and creating a

72. Id. 1017–18.
73. Id. at 1022.
75. Id. at 1169.
76. Id. at 1174.
77. Id.
78. Id.
79. See generally Robinson, supra note 3 (emphasizing no true legal standard that streamers can rely on).
82. Id. at 322.
83. Id. 289–90.
character should constitute copyrightable art as a derivative work. In a majority of cases, pro-streamer scholars recognize that viewers watch streamers for the persona they create as opposed to the games they play, emphasizing a new copyright endowment for streamers completely removed from the game itself. Despite this recognition, legislators have moved towards redefining the law to better protect game studios as the streaming industry booms. The rise in Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA") complaints and calls for stricter laws as to what qualifies for a DMCA violation underscore a possible shift in attitudes in the near future.

E. End User Licensing Agreements and Ownership Rights

An end-user licensing agreement ("EULA") sets forth the terms and conditions users must agree to prior to using a product designed by a game developer. Game developers may design their EULA to be contractual in nature or simply a release of liability should their product or in-game service malfunction. Regardless of form, these agreements often release game developers from liability should other players cause harm to the user through a game’s online services. Depending on the game developer, these agreements can be well-refined and scrutinized by legal counsel typically supporting larger developers or simple boilerplate provided to a user through word-of-mouth in most indie development contexts.

Despite their disparity in length, quality, and contractual obligations, nearly every EULA contains a provision regarding the developer’s interest in intellectual property in their games. In the eyes of a developer, EULAs are an important cost and time-saving part of a game’s policies that cover any creative product made in a given provider’s game, thus ensuring the issue of ownership does not arise. These provisions have been a central part of game development since the genesis of the industry, mostly because of the economic burden placed on developers when creating games. As the price of game development...

85. Robinson, supra note 3, at 287.
86. Id. 302-03.
89. Khan, supra note 87.
92. Id.
93. Id.
95. Rogers, supra note 51, at 100-06.
96. Id.
continues to skyrocket, a game developer’s interest in valuable content created through their product becomes important in netting returns.

With that in mind, EULAs have rarely been amended since they rose to prominence during the gaming revolution because of their boilerplate nature. The all-inclusive nature of the EULA agreements resolves ownership disputes by authoritatively vesting all interests in the developer in exchange for allowing the player to use their services. When players were restricted to playing games alone or with friends through LAN (local area network) connections, the possibility of player characters becoming larger than the games they existed in seemed dismal. However, recent advances in online multiplayer technologies, the increased availability of games, and the rise of streaming have created a copyright environment at-odds with these relatively strict provisions. When a user uses the same name or character design, EULAs pit developers who use similarly worded boilerplate against one another to determine who has the superior right to the player character. Additionally, streamers often infuse themselves into their player characters to build their own personal brand that in itself becomes a separate product. Courts have yet to reconcile these issues while casual gamers, professional streamers, and game companies all fight to determine how player character ownership (and thus profits from their use) should be allocated.

98. Rogers, supra note 51, at 83–84.
100. Id.
101. See Mike Bracco, 3 Apps to Check Username Availability Across all Sites at Once, THE NEXT WEB (June 30, 2009, 9:26 AM), https://thenextweb.com/2009/06/30/check-username-availability-sites (likening usernames to brands and emphasizing that users desire consistency in their online presence).
105. See Free Video Game EULA, DOCULAR, https://docular.net/documents/template/5675/free-video-game-eula (last visited Mar. 14, 2022) (providing a template for video game developers to use for their games that emphasizes concerns related only to the game developer providing the agreement, not competitors and their agreements).
106. Robinson, supra note 3, at 300–04.
107. Rogers, supra note 51, at 82–84.
III. ANALYSIS

A. Ownership of Player-Character Personas

Player character creation cannot occur without contributions by both the game developer and the player, emphasizing the need to endow each party with some form of property right in their work. The Copyright Act sets minimal requirements that confer ownership based on authorship and originality; the law as applied further discriminates based on how much a party contributes to those respective requirements. Copyright law must avoid shirking one creator in favor of another when both have put in the work for the quid-pro-quo (creativity in exchange for exclusivity) protection result. Determining how much one party contributed is paramount in determining which type of copyright protection is granted. The law may recognize this relationship as an individual property right, granting ownership to one party, or as a joint property right, granting ownership to multiple parties. Because individual property rights are exclusive, they run the risk of failing to recognize contributions of parties who may not have contributed as much as the party granted ownership. On the other hand, the equal ownership between each party in joint property rights scenarios may fail to recognize differential contributions between each party creating the work in contest. Courts must balance the hardships between each party to see how the quid-pro-quo necessary for copyright protection is fulfilled.

1. World of Warcraft

Blizzard’s World of Warcraft (“Warcraft”) provides a striking example of how players can fully immerse themselves in a predetermined story while building their own narrative. From the beginning, players have the ability to build their own character by choosing a faction, race, and class. Without customizing their character further, players have a total of 404 choices to create the initial class and race base of their in-game persona. Once foundational choices are made, players can select additional features to further alter their

111. Ochoa, supra note 50, at 964–66.
113. Id.
114. Id.
116. Id.
117. Id.
character’s physical appearance.\textsuperscript{120} Blizzard has been keen on expanding customization choices for players, recently introducing a plethora of new options for players to choose from in the most recent Shadowlands expansion.\textsuperscript{121} As of Fall 2020, players have over one million choices in total when customizing their character upon creation.\textsuperscript{122} As players continue throughout the game, they have the option to change race-specific and class-specific appearances through barber shops;\textsuperscript{123} additionally, players can opt to pay extra alongside their game subscription to change their character’s race or faction alignment.\textsuperscript{124}

When the player leaves character creation, they are given free rein to accept any quest, kill any mob, and participate in any type of content appropriate for their level.\textsuperscript{125} For instance, players may choose to “level up” through storylines of different expansion packs,\textsuperscript{126} player-versus-environment dungeon content,\textsuperscript{127} or player-versus-player content\textsuperscript{128} to gain power and reach end-game content. Though applications have been created to optimize leveling speed,\textsuperscript{129} the introduction of “Chromie Time” in the Shadowlands expansion pack has given players even more choices in how they will reach maximum level.\textsuperscript{130} As all content now scales to a character’s current level, players may choose content they find more enjoyable or most fitting for their character.\textsuperscript{131} This change has been welcomed by players on role-playing servers that seriously consider how their characters will level and interact with Azeroth, the in-game world.\textsuperscript{132} Players in the role-playing community often never hit maximum level and instead choose to stay in large player hubs where they can socialize and build their character’s backstory.\textsuperscript{133}

Through character creation and persona development, players invest a large amount of time and money to brand their character as their own.\textsuperscript{134} Blizzard may spend years developing a specific expansion pack or asset to allow the player to

\textsuperscript{120} Character Creation, supra note 118.
\textsuperscript{122} Calculations were performed using in-game data. Customization Calculation, supra note 119.
\textsuperscript{130} Anshlun, supra note 126.
\textsuperscript{131} Id.
have such an experience, but the player spends an equal amount of time (if not longer) developing their player-character’s story, appearance, and role in Azeroth. The law values authorship at the moment a given creative work is created. Under the Copyright Act, both the game developer and the player could be seen as being the authors of Warcraft as an overall title and the specific character in Warcraft’s world. Blizzard provides an exuberant amount of choices for players to make and, when combined, present an infinite amount of options for players to utilize when crafting their character. Granted certain appearances and gameplay choices may be more popular or preferred, no single player character has the exact same account history. This facet alone satisfies the “minimally creative” standard further justified in Micro Star, emphasizing the derivative nature of user-created content. Analysis of the typical character emphasizes that players appear to meet the initial threshold for implicitly authorized derivative works under both the statutory and common law standards.

In this regard, World of Warcraft player-characters should be viewed as property of the player and not the game developer. The player uses authorized assets provided by Blizzard to create their own persona that drives the game; without the player-character, Azeroth would empty, Warcraft’s story would not continue, and Blizzard’s subscription-based business model would fail. Blizzard benefits from a subscription and rights to hardware, servers, and software used to generate the game whereas the player, in return for a monthly fee and time investment, is rewarded with rights to their character and the entertainment that comes with it. Adequate distribution of assets in the gamer-developer relationship cannot exclusively benefit the studio providing the

139. Because of choices in appearance, story progression, and end-game content participation, no one character is alike. See Character Creation, supra note 118 (discussing appearances); see also Azerotharion, supra note 127 (discussing questing).
140. Id.
143. See The Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 103(b) (for originality); The Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. § 103(a) (for derivative works).
145. See generally Robinson, supra note 3 (advocating for gamers).
game. As players lack the bargaining power to fight large game developers, the law must acknowledge that some concessions must be made to encourage gamers to continue their stories without adverse backlash from game developers. In drawing lines and conferring individual copyright protection to player-characters, the balance of power between gamers and developers is maintained. The work that players put into developing their characters must in some way be recognized and compensated. When assessing which party puts in more work to develop the copyright-eligible player-character, the quid-pro-quo of intellectual property in a traditional developer-providing and player-creating dynamic thus favors gamers.

On the contrary, when assessing how players fair in the quid-pro-quo of ownership in more complex gamer-developer dynamics, Blizzard’s recent actions in story and mechanic development appear to target player creativity and shift analysis in favor of developers. Players deviate heavily from World of Warcraft’s main story to optimize game play relative to their individual goals in game. Blizzard has no control over how players choose to level nor what content they choose to pursue despite their guidance in tailoring end-game content to favor certain game features. Though expansion packs have introduced required in-game choices in the form of legendary skills and sub-faction alignments to add flavor to gameplay, players ultimately decide what options to choose and how they are incorporated into their everyday activities in Azeroth. In response to this player feedback, Blizzard often tailors the game to warp the game’s trajectory to cater to what the community sees as “fun.”

Though Blizzard eventually responds to player feedback related to poor game design and content delivery, the developer is often criticized for not understanding the player-base, often refusing to “pull the ripcord” on game elements they believe will be “fun” for players despite the community advising against such features early on in content development for being either too generic, repetitive, or lacking in player options.

---

148. Cai & Li, supra note 112.
150. See generally Robinson, supra note 3 (arguing for player and streamer rights for the hard work in character development).
151. Id.
152. Id.
153. Archimtiros, supra note 129 in World of Warcraft.
Blizzard’s eagerness to stick to their guns may simply be ignorance, however, their design style aimed at restricting player choice also serves as a means to lessen the impact of the player on character creation and development. When players are forced into selecting certain features or elements to satisfy game requirements, they contribute less to building the narrative of both Warcraft in general and their character. Players invest less time in making tough choices and building the story and instead follow the pre-determined, static path created by Blizzard. Ensuring that players do not vary their gameplay makes it significantly harder for a single character to differentiate themselves from another. Although dedicated players will devote the same amount of time to playing their character no matter the game design, Blizzard assures that the sense of being one’s character is minimized by providing a homogenous gaming experience to conform to a “meta,” or an optimized build.

The repeated criticism that Warcraft has become too cookie-cutter has drastic implications not only for gamer interest, but also for derivative work status. Should player characters become too similar because combinations of game assets become a set path, Warcraft players could see their interest in their online personas transfer from their hands to Blizzard. Though the quid-pro-quo of hardships remains unfettered favoring players, basic copyright law requirements dictate that indistinct characters cannot be conferred protections. Only the building blocks themselves, developed by game studios, can be eligible for copyright protection when characters and their stories can be transferred from one game to another with little imaginative input.

These changes promoting developer copyright ownership are not new to the gaming giant: Blizzard frequents California courts to assert their intellectual property claims over competitors, emphasizing how the tycoon diligently monitors their assets. However, Blizzard has yet to challenge player character copyright claims and instead relies on solidifying their grasp on non-player

158. See Chris Kaleiki, Why I Left Blizzard, YOUTUBE (Nov. 18, 2020), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZnl9e12iYk&feature=emb_title (emphasizing developer gripes with the current state of the game).

159. See contra Robinson, supra note 3 (placing an emphasis on player actions and choices defining characters deserving of an individual property right).

160. Id.

161. Id.

162. Id.


164. See Cass Marshall, World of Warcraft’s Story Now Varies from Person to Person, for Better or Worse, POLYGON (Jan. 24, 2020), https://www.polygon.com/2020/1/24/21063847/world-of-warcraft-battle-for-azeroth-lore-interview-steve-danuser (noting Blizzard’s attempts to create a unified world despite players being in alternate timelines).


166. See Robinson, supra note 3, at 300–04 (placing an emphasis on player actions and choices defining characters deserving of an individual property right).

167. DC Comics v. Towle, 802 F.3d 1012, 1024–25 (9th Cir. 2015).


character copyrights. In place of suing players, Blizzard has taken a variety of non-judicial actions to ensure that players satisfy copyright law requirements.

Early in the game’s history, Blizzard ran promotional ads using famous figures such as Mr. T to increase their player base. In creating assets such as the “Night Elf Mohawk,” Blizzard entered into contractual agreements with prominent celebrities to develop assets in their likeness. These assets, despite being relics of cultural icons long removed from the spotlight, still exist in-game and can be used by players when creating their characters or partaking in related story quests. Aside from free promotion from a plethora of celebrities acknowledging their love of the game, Blizzard demonstrated that any individual player that could prove “distinctive” could be bargained with to deny any powerful player copyright protection.

Despite these deals, they exist as a small portion of Blizzard’s copyright assurance. The main method of player interest removal relates to incorporation of players into the main story and achievement system of the game. The first prominent instance of player incorporation occurred in 2008 when the achievement “Leeeeeeeeeeeeeroy!” was added to the game. The achievement references a popular meme of a Warcraft player attempting to save his party from a “wipe” on a boss, or an instance where the entire group dies. The video became a popular meme and has become a common saying amongst gamers in high-end content when going all-in for a particular encounter. Through end-game user licensing agreements that relegate all in-game content created by users to game developers like Blizzard, any content that becomes popular can immediately be repurposed by game developers to ensure the influence of players is minimized.
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The Warcraft team repeatedly creates achievements, mounts, and other in-game assets that reference popular game-related memes to effectively claim rights to the contested content. A recent example includes the incorporation of Byron “Reckful” Bernstein, a prominent Warcraft streamer, into the game during the Shadowlands expansion as a tribute after his passing. Through immortalizing Bernstein, Blizzard consequently stole a major aspect of the late streamer’s identity by indoctrinating him into the developer’s intellectual property portfolio. The incorporation of Bernstein into the game stands as the most dramatic action taken by Blizzard to dissociate a character from their respective player; though Bernstein can no longer physically log into his account, Blizzard has taken any opportunity away from his estate to control the Reckful character by transitioning the player character into a non-playable (NPC) trainer. Should Bernstein’s estate continue to broadcast the late streamer’s content through live streams like those of independent artists like the late Bob Ross, Blizzard may be entitled to a share of the profits: Reckful, though memorialized in the hearts of many, is now but another lifeless asset of the Warcraft franchise.

2. **Final Fantasy XIV**

Like Warcraft, Final Fantasy XIV (FFXIV) prides itself in providing players an immersive gaming experience through detailed character customization, grandiose storytelling, and community development. At the onset, players are given various race options for characters that can be further customized using presets, sliders, and color pallets. After choosing their character’s initial appearance and voice, players are directed to choose additional lore options such as their protecting god, birthdate, and national origin that bring life-like qualities to their character without affecting gameplay.
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Though characters must choose their initial starting class, they may freely switch between other classes should they decide their character does not fit a certain “holy trinity”-style damage-healer-tank role.\textsuperscript{194} Square Enix and community members alike boast that FFXIV’s character creation system dwarfs competitor games.\textsuperscript{195} Many specifically note that the true “end-game” content relates not to the game at all and instead relates to making the perfect looking character.\textsuperscript{196} In-game options such as FFXIV’s glamour system\textsuperscript{197} and Aesthetician\textsuperscript{198} permit players to change nearly every aspect about their character so long as original models are not altered.

FFXIV players have taken their own initiative in further expanding character creation and modification options through “modding” the game themselves by directly altering game files.\textsuperscript{199} Though custom content is prohibited by the game’s terms and conditions,\textsuperscript{200} the FFXIV modding community has produced over 20,000 mods as of Spring 2022\textsuperscript{201} to alter the game’s files and permit players to express themselves truly how they desire. In doing so, players often create their own meshes from scratch to design appearances that match the game’s style, but distinctly can be identified as content not derived from Square Enix’s Final Fantasy brand.\textsuperscript{202} Such content without a doubt belongs to player content creators, one of the many reasons why the game studio likely prohibits altering of game files in such a manner.\textsuperscript{203} Regardless, Square Enix’s relatively hands-off approach on enforcing its stance on game modification\textsuperscript{204} underscores the predominate role that players have in shaping their own character’s identity in FFXIV as compared to Blizzard’s hawkish Warcraft model.
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Though FFXIV allows for endless character customization, gameplay provides fewer options for character development. Unlike Warcraft, players are not given complete freedom in how they choose to progress through content in Eorzea, FFXIV’s virtual universe. To access later content, players must first tackle earlier quests in the game’s “Main Story Quest” system. FFXIV differs drastically from other MMORPGs in that it focuses on its solo-player progression as opposed to multiplayer content. Many suggest that FFXIV is instead a single player game disguised as an MMORPG, emphasizing restrictions on players who wish to write their own story when playing online games. Though the Main Story Quests are stagnant and must be performed in a specific order, side quests to unlock additional content, customization options, and events may be completed by the player at any point they wish provided they meet level requirements. Some of these quests provide a player an exuberant amount of choices to make, such as deciding which Grand Company (an in-game army) they want to join or where they want their player character to live. Other flavors of these quests merely give additional information about the game’s lore and are often skipped. Regardless, these choices allow players to further differentiate their characters as they experience the chaos ensuing throughout Eorzea through the game’s forced narrative.

Despite these limitations, players find ways to further define their characters in Eorzea on their own accord. FFXIV is home to one of the largest MMORPG role-playing communities. Bred specifically through the game’s unique housing system, players can customize communities and reenact game plots or stories similar to those in everyday life. Square Enix has embraced this feature of the game, allowing players to denote that they prefer role-playing using an “RP” tag as opposed to other tags signifying an interest in Main Story Quest progression or end-game raiding content. The studio’s stance seems to
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juxtapose their views on limiting user-created content in FFXIV in every other feature (such as character appearance and story) central to the game.220

That being said, players must spend a significant amount of time and money to create their character’s identity and thus deserve protection for said intellectual property.221 Main Story Quests take weeks of non-stop gameplay to complete and have been the target for time-investment “nerfs,” or scale-backs, because of their tedious nature.222 This investment, atop of a monthly subscription fee and charges for expansion packs, keeps Square Enix afloat when frequent content lulls occur.223 Though the studio, like others, dedicates a large amount of resources to creating the game, the player spends an equally absurd amount of time building their character to optimize their end-game status.224 Square Enix provides players building blocks to create unique characters;225 these characters satisfy the “minimally creative” Micro Star standard providing for protection of derivative works.226 Even should players use assets that allow for mimicry of popular in-game story characters, their work spent grinding experience to level up, fetching of virtual goods to complete quests, and creative energy dedicated to envisioning their own narratives underscores how the quid-pro-quo of intellectual property law227 should favor protection of their investment.

With that in mind, a legal battle for ownership of Eorzean characters would likely never come to fruition because players have an overwhelmingly positive and open relationship with Square Enix.228 Unlike Warcraft players, FFXIV players often express their gratitude for how responsive Square Enix is in addressing community concerns and feedback.229 This relationship that developed as the game saw its resurgence in 2012 underscores the possible willingness of the game studio to be more lenient towards players when addressing ownership concerns.230 When players have greater bargaining power, the probability of fighting legal battles drastically reduces.231

Despite the game sharing many common features like character customization, role-playing, and time investment with other popular games,232 a battle over ownership rights (or, particularly, any legal battle associated strictly
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with in-game concerns) in FFXIV seems unlikely. In a player-driven community like FFXIV, game studios acknowledge the power of their players and the rights they are entitled to. When bargaining power is equalized, players are not forced to succumb to demands and relinquish their work they invested heavily in. Should discourse arise, discussions could be had and compromises made. This is seen often through FFXIV’s player feedback, Square Enix’s interview responses, and final “live letters” that present the agreed upon compromise between Eorzeans and the game developer to progress the game forward.

Square Enix’s reluctance to generally pursue lawsuits and their commitment to maintaining customer morale through communication implies that the studio sees value in the player’s creations, but also recognizes that these virtual creations are not theirs to police nor own. As games tend towards emulating FFXIV’s in-game features after being elected Best Ongoing Game at the 2020 SXSW Gaming Awards, players can hope more game studios recognize that the game’s power lies beyond the pixels and instead in customer service.

3. Combining the Worlds: Streaming and Beyond

Though each game has its own individual features that may suggest player characters should be endowed either individual or joint copyright protection, the rise of streaming and cross-game character development emphasizes the complex nature of copyright analysis. Many players choose to identify as the same persona across multiple games and, in some cases, apply that character to their real life person. Streamers, much like performers in related art such as film and music, often tend to refer to themselves by a chosen alias as opposed to their true name. In doing so, they bring the same character to life in every game they play for their audiences. These personas are bred from a combination of in-game and in-real-life (“IRL”) interactions that ultimately culminate in a
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new age piece of intellectual property that adjacent fields have yet to see before.\footnote{Robinson, supra note 3, at 300–04.}

For instance, World of Warcraft streamer Asmongold ("Asmon") exclusively identifies as his streaming persona while broadcasting to his average audience of about 40,000 viewers.\footnote{Asmongold, TwitchTracker, https://twitchtracker.com/asmongold (last visited Nov. 22, 2020).} Asmon claims that he created his character in World of Warcraft in 2006, predating his stream career.\footnote{Asmongold, Twitch, https://www.twitch.tv/asmongold (last visited Nov. 22, 2020).} Although Asmon predominantly streams Warcraft related content, he occasionally plays additional games like Path of Exile, New World, and Fall Guys under the same in-game alias.\footnote{List of Games Streamed by Asmongold, TwitchTracker, https://twitchtracker.com/asmongold/games (last visited Nov. 22, 2020).} Though he no longer wields a sword and casts the same spells as he would in Warcraft, Asmon retains his stream “personality” and responds to his viewers in the same crass tone and vocabulary as he would if he were in Azeroth.\footnote{Dylan Bishop, What it Takes to be one of World of Warcraft’s Top Streamers, NETWORK N (May 29, 2020), https://www.pcgamesn.com/world-of-warcraft/asmongold-wow.} With his stream’s rapid growth, Asmon has moved beyond virtual worlds and penetrated many IRL markets completely unrelated to gaming.\footnote{See Daily Dose of Asmongold, Asmongold IRL Highlights, YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbzpNAbBmnrLc6C7hBjsWPvqlOE05dmrDV (last updated Aug. 12, 2019) (providing a sample of Asmon’s non-gaming streams).} Alongside his normal gaming content, he hosts many “reaction” streams, IRL streams (most notably, drives to Wendy’s), and a podcast “Allcraft” with his gaming friends to discuss the current state of World of Warcraft and the gaming industry.\footnote{Assertonsin, Asmongold Stream Reactions, YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChwG9NeXgJUQ17huOkyCmYa (last updated Dec. 11, 2019); Hotted89, ALLCRAFT, YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWAHv9_vZXO3W7U27UZ1e1mW6L1ybDVG (last updated Oct. 9, 2018).}

Contrast Asmon with zackrawrr, the streamer’s side channel where he claims to be his true self and not his Warcraft persona.\footnote{zackrawrr, Twitch, https://www.twitch.tv/zackrawrr (last visited Mar. 15, 2022).} Comparisons between his main channel and side channel underscore how Asmon and Zack (the streamer’s true identity) differ drastically. While the devised character is hypersensitive and tries to rile up his fans, the “real” Zach is relatively calm and seeks to converse with his fans instead.\footnote{u/Crypto2k, Here’s a Video of Asmongold Without his Stage Persona. Turns out he’s Actually a Pretty Chill Dude!, REDDIT (Nov. 23, 2017), https://www.reddit.com/t/wow/comments/715f97/heres_a_video_of_asmongold_without_his_stage.} How can this Zach be separated from Asmon? The same person attracts viewers, but different personas put on separate shows. Likewise, can an Asmon in World of Warcraft be separated from an Asmon in another game? The online hero may behave universally the same no matter the virtual world, but podcast Asmon shines a different light on the character’s portrayal. Zach, under the guise of Asmon, further delineates from the personality bred in Azeroth.

Though joint ownership may reconcile the interests of game developers and players in the player-character ownership debate, examples like Asmon
highlight how joint ownership would shirk individuals who grow beyond the boundaries of a single game. Playing games and streaming both represent forms of performance that should be recognized by copyright law as their own individual arts just as publicity law has grown to do the same; as these characters are inseparable from the performances, they too must be allotted their own distinct form of copyright protection. Other alternative forms of gaming-related expression such as cosplay and character fan art also emphasize the player’s influence on art creation and application. In the quid-pro-quo of intellectual property, the player and streamer put in far more work in marketing and branding their character as opposed to the developer that provides the initial asset. Consequently, the free-riding developer should not be able to profit from the increased publicity, monetary compensation in the form of payment by the gamer, and copyright protections allotted to all their assets provided to the gamer. By providing the gamer these assets and still profiting, the developer exhausts their enforcement rights to their copyright.

B. End-User Licensing Agreements

EULAs are all-or-nothing provisions that serve as the final barrier between developers and gamers. Without assent to the terms, the player is not allowed into the developer’s virtual world. Though EULAs contain many rules regarding a developer’s stance on profane language, editing of their game files to confer an unfair advantage and other regulatory affairs related to maintaining the game itself, a common provision glossed over, pertains to intellectual property created by players in game. These provisions assure developers that even if copyright ownership of player-characters can be traced back to players, their consent to the creation of derivative works does not reallocate ownership rights. For instance, the Blizzard EULA provides:

You hereby grant Blizzard a perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, fully paid up, non-exclusive, sub-licensable, right and license to exploit the User Content and all elements thereof, in any and all media, formats
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and forms, known now or hereafter devised. Blizzard shall have the unlimited right to copy, reproduce, fix, modify, adapt, translate, reformat, prepare derivatives, add to and delete from, rearrange and transpose, manufacture, publish, distribute, sell, license, sublicense, transfer, rent, lease, transmit, publicly display, publicly perform, provide access to, broadcast, and practice the User Content as well as all modified and derivative works thereof and any and all elements contained therein, and use or incorporate a portion or portions of the User Content or the elements thereof in conjunction with or into any other material. In the event you upload or otherwise transmit to Blizzard any concepts, ideas, or feedback relating to the Platform, you shall not be entitled to any compensation for any such submission, unless expressly agreed between you and Blizzard, and Blizzard may freely use any such submission in any manner it deems appropriate… Except to the extent that any such waiver is prohibited by law, you hereby waive the benefit of any provision of law known as “moral rights” or “droit moral” or any similar law in any country of the world.265

Because developers typically reuse their EULAs across all their games, these provisions seldomly change.266 For example, Blizzard’s EULA language related to intellectual property is the same for the Warcraft franchise,267 their Overwatch franchise,268 and their Diablo franchise.269 Notably, this boilerplate language is retained across games despite developer differences.270 Though Final Fantasy contains a drastically different amount of customization options271 than World of Warcraft, Square Enix’s EULA agreement reads as:

Square Enix may offer you the opportunity to upload, transmit, or otherwise make available on the Services content you have created (“User-Generated Content”). Subject to your local law, you grant Square Enix the unrestricted, worldwide, irrevocable, perpetual, and cost-free right to use, copy, modify, distribute, disclose, sell, sublicense, display, publicly perform, publish, broadcast, translate, make derivative works of, promote, and otherwise exploit your User-Generated Content without any compensation, notice, or attribution to you, and to allow other third parties to do the same. To the maximum extent permitted by your local law, you waive any moral rights you have in User-Generated Content.272
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The boilerplate nature of these provisions extends beyond MMORPGs and into the general online gaming and software development environment. Developers take advantage of this new standard: Games that offer little to no customization options such as League of Legends and the general Electronic Arts catalogue contain near identical provisions that reassign property rights to game developers. When games that offer no customization options include these provisions, scholars are left to question whether developers consider the importance of specific EULA provisions when shipping them to market. Given all EULAs are nearly identical, providing every possible EULA provision serves to cover every possible base for developers as opposed to considering how the EULA itself would specifically affect their game or their player base. When construed strictly, applying over-expansive EULAs to games lacking components mentioned creates problems as the modern gaming landscape evolves and players become more crafty; however, a broader EULA provides developers comfort should they decide to test new features in their games that provide players more creative outlets.

That being said, in each scenario, game developers are granted an exclusive ownership or license to the content created as a derivative work from in-game activities. Although licensing poses less tension between competing game developers, studios that assert that in-game content created by players is owned rather than licensed to them fail to recognize the legal ramifications of the property status in a modern gaming environment favoring game spillovers in player choice. When the same creative works are made by players across multiple games, strict EULA intellectual property provisions dictate that each game developer has exclusive copyright protection on the character in contest. Because two parties cannot have an individual property right concurrently and this language disfavors joint ownership, developers fail to consider how a shift in the gaming and streaming industry has put studios and their intellectual property portfolios at odds. Though the likelihood of contest between player-created works is low, cases like Micro Star emphasize that player-generated content has value and studios are interested in assuring derivative works assigned to studios remains marketable solely by the developer.
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Another fundamental problem with mandated assignment of intellectual property relates to the purpose of creative protection. Developers bypass the quid-pro-quo of intellectual property and instead exercise their authority over players to bar them access to their games if they are unwilling to forfeit their interest in the characters they create. Though this shirking affects casual gamers, EULAs have drastic ramifications on streamers. Streamers create content derived from games; the game takes a backseat and provides nothing but an interactive experience for the streamer to meddle with. Strict readings of these provisions suggest that player-characters originally generated in-game would belong to game developers despite a majority of the streamer’s work existing outside the game’s virtual bounds.

Streamers put in far more effort building a brand for themselves outside of games, especially when they play multiple games for their viewers, acknowledging the unfair dynamic between streamers and game developers. Streamers can never have content for their viewers unless they assign in-game intellectual property to developers. If streamers refuse to assign or license these property rights, they are excluded from streaming completely unless they build a brand unrelated to gaming. Though this may explain the rise of stream categories such as “IRL,” “Just Chatting,” and “Art,” most prominent streamers in these categories use these as alternatives to branch out or to take a break from gaming as opposed to starting their careers there. Unless the streamer caters to a niche market, they typically begin in some form of gaming-related stream category. Streamers need games to prosper, and the law must acknowledge the unfair bargaining power undercutting copyright’s main purpose of inspiring creativity.

Additionally, these provisions undercut streaming services: as streaming services are subject to developer EULA provisions as well, stream providers often must favor developers over individual streamers to prevent legal action. Developers have recently begun to take a vested interest in how their intellectual property is streamed. Though a majority of these actions have come under EULA provisions related to in-game audio under the Digital Millennium
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Copyright Act, the inability for streaming services to act as a middle man between streamers and game developers highlights how the growing power of developers has given streaming services little room to grow and adopt their own rules and policies.

Streaming services cannot self-policing. Despite depending on streamers to stay alive, their rules are fashioned to favor developers. Because streaming services pride themselves on giving streamers an outlet to perform and connect with their audiences, expanding developer intellectual property rights to any in-game asset created by a player suggests that developers’ perpetual bullying in the streaming arena can effectively halt any means of self-imposed change by streaming services. Like streamers, streaming services depend on creativity generated in games. Though streaming services contribute less work than streamers, they facilitate a streamer’s ability to broadcast their in-game creative pieces.

Without any bargaining power against developers or resilience displayed by streaming services, developers will exclusively determine the future of the gaming industry and continually deny players the copyright protections they deserve over their own personas removed from gaming itself.

C. End-User Licensing Enforcement

Despite every game providing end-user licensing agreements, users rarely acknowledge their terms. The popularity of click wrap licenses that provide lengthy terms to users in a small, scroll-enabled box has skyrocketed since their approval in 1998 in *Groff*.

These agreements are traditionally appreciated by both developers, who can present their terms in an orderly fashion, and gamers, who can accept the terms instantaneously, alike. Click wrap agreements in the form of end-user licensing agreements expedite the forced bargaining process; since players cannot negotiate the agreement’s terms, they can simply accept merely by pressing an acceptance button without reading the document in its entirety.
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Stylization of click wrap agreements, however, question their enforceability. When players are not forced to at least scroll through the agreement, developers are unaware if users have read the document to begin with. Courts have repeatedly emphasized that contracts cannot be enforced when there is no meeting of the minds: If players do not know the terms of an agreement, they cannot accept the offer posed by the developer. Recent debates between streamers, streaming services, and game developers underscore how players and streaming services do not fully comprehend game developer terms as a result of such click wrap designs.

Aside from stylization, the gaming community’s disdain for EULAs shine a light on how the one-sided bargain occurs and should, consequently, be invalidated. Studies find that 97% of players do not read the terms provided by game developers in their EULA policies. Players that read EULAs are often still caught off guard based on how game developers choose to enforce their rules. Though these provisions may not have adverse effects on casual gamers who can opt to not play games with strict EULA enforcement regimes, streamers who depend on gaming content to satisfy their viewers and generate revenue are hard pressed to agree to developer demands to continue their art.

Courts have long held that licensing agreements like EULAs may only be enforced when (1) the user had ample time to read and comprehend the agreement and (2) its terms did not “shock the conscience” of any party involved. Though the click wrap agreement may be upheld even when users did not read the document, the content of the agreement may render its enforcement null provided the terms are too rigid or unjust. In the context of gaming, requiring complete reassignment of any in-game creation to game developers could serve as a means to challenge the EULA intellectual property provisions.

The recent push for game developers and their associated artists (specifically, composers and musicians) to assert their intellectual property rights on streamers has highlighted how current law and modern policymakers
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sympathize with large studios over the average player. Challenges to remove video game music from player-created content such as fan videos and live streams ramped up in late 2020, placing players on notice of developer ownership concerns. Though streaming services have vowed to do better to alert players of shifts in both the law and developer attitudes, short three-day periods of forcing compliance through copyright-related cease and desist letters provoked widespread outrage amongst streamers and their viewers concerned with the industry’s audio-less future. In response to gamer concerns, Congress doubled-down by introducing legislation to further increase game developer and music composer copyright enforcement measures related to online streaming content. A growing trend in legislation seems to place game developers in an even more favorable position than before when challenged by consumers staking claims to contents of their virtual worlds.

At present, no federal law comments on video game characters or streamer identities. Current law provides protections for dissemination of clearly-defined existing copywritten materials such as clips from audiovisual works or snippets of audio. Despite this reassurance, streamers and gamers worry over the growing state of character ownership. Though game studios have provided insights as to how they plan to enforce their present copywritten materials, no comments have been made regarding whether developers plan to expand their portfolios through incorporating player-characters as developer-owned. Instead, studios and streaming services alike suggest gamers to read each game’s EULA policy individually and to reach out should questions arise. Thus, gamers and scholars alike remain in the dark as to whether the status quo of player character ownership will be disrupted through further lobbying. At best, they can only hope such agreements will be invalidated.
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IV. RECOMMENDATION

A. Ownership of Player-Character Personas

The industry must accept that players own certain aspects of the games they play and the characters they create instead of attributing every game asset to the developer. The law should treat player characters and streaming personas bred from them as their own pieces of work entitled to their own separate protections. Though different games have different degrees of player creativity, the multi-game nature of player character creation suggests that gamers should be entitled to individual copyright protection for their in-game creations so long as a minimal degree of customization is involved. Assuming a player can name themselves in-game, they should be conferred copyright protections for that alias and all reasonably associated assets.

When assessing the quid-pro-quo exchanging creativity for exclusivity, the value that consumers in the gaming industry place on players and their creations as opposed to developer’s and their pixel assets emphasize the relative work each party places in player-character creation. While developers provide the building blocks, players rearrange those blocks, put those blocks into motion virtually, build a brand off of that arrangement, and transcend that brand beyond the virtual world and into other markets. The player character’s identity and possible streaming persona is the copyrightable, non-derivative asset that belongs to gamers in that it is the piece that can be contributed to distinctly to the author as opposed to the game developer. Though the actual pixels that make this character is a means to convey this character to the world, it is not the creative piece providing a benefit to those tuned in. The game developer played no role in determining how the gamer-character acts, makes choices, or otherwise “lives their life.” The valuable narrative and personality of the character is built and performed exclusively by the player and streamer.

Game developers, however, should not be left in the cold when it comes to copyright protections. Assets created by the game that cannot be warped by players and that have definite beginnings and endings as defined by the developers should be allocated to their respective creators. Should a game developer restrict character choice in an MMORPG such that the player is forced to make the same decisions as every other player, no copyright protections should be conferred to the player or streamer. Individual copyright protections should be granted to game developers should the game provide no creative outlets to the player. As MMORPG game developers seek to give more choices
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modern games in this genre will likely fail to ever meet this standard in regard to player-created characters. If a developer is conscious of securing its copyrightable assets, it should look to instead design single player games that depend on a predetermined character and a definite story arc; alternatively, they should look to profit off non-playable, story-based heroes or villains that player characters are forced to confront.342

Though joint ownership would be an appropriate means to recognize both parties’ involvement in player-character creation, the administrative burden of deciphering who contributed what to the character and the uncertainty surrounding standards far outweigh any advantage of splitting ownership rights. Deciding on a per-game basis whether each party contributed equally would flood the courts and leave developers uncertain of whether their model would sway in favor of developer ownership.343 As more games enter the market, the law would have to constantly adapt to different degrees of player-character customization. Developing a spectrum for copyright ownership would take decades and would rely on game developers and players battling in court to create precedent. Game studios may be willing to endure these costs; the everyday player, on the contrary, cannot afford to spend the time or money on developing this case law.345 Through creation of a set standard that recognizes the evolution in the gaming industry placing players at the forefront, developers can look to alternative means of funding to recoup their investments while players can rest at ease knowing the content they generated will always be used appropriately while in their hands.

B. End-User Licensing Agreements

Presuming validity despite their clickwrap and skippable nature, EULA statements granting all game-related content ownership should be edited to apply strictly to assets exclusive to their games. Current EULA statements conflict with one another and grant exclusive rights to property that exist in multiple games.346 If developers want their provisions to be enforceable, they need to loosen their grip on players or else risk losing all rights to player-generated content.347 Because current agreements force players to concede any game-related content to the developer, characters that exist in multiple gaming universes cannot be adequately accounted for when assessing the ever-elusive who-owns-what.348 Additionally, as these characters enter the real world and form a name for themselves outside of virtual platforms, game studios run the
risk of trying to own the rights to actual people who pay to use their services.\textsuperscript{349} Thus, vague language may invalidate such agreements and should be amended.\textsuperscript{350}

To address these concerns, game developers should define what “user content” they can reasonably claim through licensing.\textsuperscript{351} For instance, game developers may easily be entitled to content that players interact with but fail to manipulate.\textsuperscript{352} An even broader reach could allow developers to claim specific user-generated content that is exclusive to their game, including modified content.\textsuperscript{353} Instead of owning a whole character’s identity, game developers could clarify their agreements to encompass only the virtual entity embodied in their given online universe.

Such agreements would not pit developers against one another and would allow them to retain full control over what is produced in and applied outside of their games.\textsuperscript{354} Though licensing agreements may coexist, tensions may rise when each game studio tries to market the same character.\textsuperscript{355} Minimizing the overlap between games ensures that game studios don’t intermingle and face concerns of their games becoming too similar.\textsuperscript{356} Likewise, as streamers exist far beyond the bounds of a single game, this would also protect rising personalities who depend on their online personas by allotting them ownership of the brands they build\textsuperscript{357} to allow the growing industry to flourish uninhibited.

Should EULAs remain as is, developers will soon be forced to fight for intellectual property that exists between games. To do so would square large studios against one another and would cost said companies exuberant legal costs to shut out their competitors.\textsuperscript{358} Indie developers would bear the biggest brunt of the burden, as they lack the resources to challenge big-name studios that have dominated the market since the turn of the century.\textsuperscript{359} A growing trend in indie game support suggests that attacking such small studios would deter players from continuing their subscriptions with developer tycoons of the present.\textsuperscript{360} Though broad EULAs net game studios profits in the short-term, staying resolute
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in old ways would rake up monetary and social costs once a large developer decides to defect from the present player character armistice. 361

Even should legislation continue to favor game developer ownership rights, 362 EULAs should tread carefully so as not to alienate their playerbase. 363 When game developers don’t listen to their players, many leave and join different games that provide more support and feedback to game-related concerns. 364 Game developers run the risk of losing massive profits should they continue to restrict player ownership rights, especially as the streaming industry grows. 365 With the rise of gaming communities as streamers and viewers connect with one another, an attack on one player becomes an attack on all. 366 Though legal precedent takes into account player interaction with game assets, it does not consider the drastic evolution of the social aspect of gaming as a result of the introduction of the Internet. 367 Abiding by past legal standards and crafting newer, even more restrictive rules would devastate companies already desperately vying to encourage players to spend more on subscriptions and microtransactions. 368 The current streaming copyright war between game developers, music composers, and streamers highlights the unacknowledged power that gamers have in shaping which developers succeed. 369 Game developers must decide if protecting their supposed intellectual property is worth driving away players. 370 Surely their players should their utmost priority. After all, what use is intellectual property rights if the owner can’t turn them into revenue?

However, the system can only change if players are given more options. The modern gaming EULA climate appears stagnant as all game developers have relatively similar intellectual property provisions that severely restrict general gamers and streamers alike. 371 Frustrating the power dynamics between game developers and various player bases continually increases the odds of a company defecting and throwing the current EULA system into disarray. 372 With streaming services folding, 373 it is only a matter of time until a major developer concedes to players and loosens their EULA restrictions. 374 Until that time comes, streamers must continue to inspire gamers to challenge the status
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through emphasizing each game studio’s social and economic dependence on their player bases. Generally losing one player maintains order; losing a player who streams to thousands of viewers could bankrupt even moderately sized studios. Fluctuations in eSport interest emphasize that developers are susceptible to minute shifts in player attitudes towards their games and policies. As developers continue to lose the intellectual property battle on nearly every front, it is in their best interest to reconsider the lengthy user agreements before their competitors react first.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the video game and streaming industries must recognize the intricate relationship between developer and player when assessing intellectual property ownership of game-related creative content. Without accounting for contractual obligations, game developers are entitled to protect the assets they provide players but should not impede on the players’ separate derivative works produced using such assets. Additionally, streamer personalities should be considered outside of the scope of a single game and thus entitled to their own copyright protection. After assessing developer policies, their EULAs fail to acknowledge that player-generated content related to game assets may be so far removed from the game itself that such provisions conflict with those from (a) other developers and (b) the identity of gamers popularizing their “character” online. Restricting the scope of EULAs to content generated in-game as distinct characters under the Towle standard exclusively associated with the affected game world could mitigate the future damage that conflicting EULAs may have when developers and streamers inevitably begin to fight for the spotlight.
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